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The Hebrew scriptures have a long tradition of wisdom literature. The book of Proverbs 

may be the most familiar example. In it we can find all sorts of beautiful, sometimes puzzling 

sayings that offer insight into how to live and prosper in the world. Most of them are pretty 

standard; they portray life as an “either/or” proposition. Either you follow the way of God or you 

follow the way of destruction. The good receive blessing and the evil receive punishment. 

 

 But there is another strain of wisdom that calls that sort of binary worldview into 

question. The Book of Job is probably the best example. There we find a character who is 

blameless yet receives all kinds of hardship and suffering. It asks the question, “Why do bad 

things happen to good people?” That’s one we’re all familiar with, I imagine. We’ve all known 

people who seem to go through way more hardship than they deserve. Some of us are those 

people. We know life is filled with ambiguity, shades of gray, that we can never predict who will 

suffer. The Book of Job wrestles with that dilemma. In the middle of the book his friends come 

to him and sit with him and begin to try and make sense of his condition. But each of them fails.  

 

 They’re all trapped in this dualistic box that says everything is this or that. If Job is 

suffering, then he must be guilty because only the guilty suffer. The writers of wisdom literature 

know the world doesn’t work that way. They know there’s more going on around us and within 

us than meets the eye. And so they created this character, this figure, the woman Wisdom. She 

calls from her house and invites those who pass to come and visit and share the feast she 

prepares for them.  

 

 But we aren’t really told what that feast is. We don’t learn from this passage what is 

being offered, only that it’s available to anyone who wishes to gain insight, anyone who is ready 

to let go of immaturity and foolishness and embrace the deeper questions of life.  

 

 I believe this is an invitation to move beyond the early naivete of seeing the world 

through a binary lens that separates everything into good or bad, black or white and dive into 

ambiguity and uncertainty. We have trouble doing that in our technologically advanced culture. 

We’ve been conditioned to believe there is an answer for every question, a cure for every 

disease. So we’re very uncomfortable with mystery. We think a mystery is like a puzzle and 

needs to be solved, to be reduced and eradicated. But a mystery becomes deeper the more we 

explore it, not simpler.  

 

 The woman Wisdom offers mystery to those who pass by. She offers a chance to dive 

into dark waters and discover God’s presence in a new way. God is no longer the bookkeeper 

writing down debits and credits, a dispassionate observer of our lives who merely passes 

judgement. Rather, God is a participant, a partner. God is one who engages with the woman 

Wisdom, even establishing her before the world was made. In chapter 8 of Proverbs we find 

Wisdom extolling her virtues: “The Lord created me at the beginning of his work, the first of his 



acts of long ago….Before the mountains had been shaped, before the hills, I was brought forth.” 

God and Wisdom have been partners from the beginning.  

 

 It’s only our own short-sightedness, our own failure of imagination that reduces God to 

some kind of robotic entity incapable of nuance. We want things absolute. We want certainty. 

We want a world where it’s clear who’s to be accepted and who rejected. And so we create these 

zero-sum games where anything you win is my loss, where conformity is rewarded over 

integrity.  

 

 Yet over and over scripture rejects that worldview. But there’s usually a price to pay. 

Jesus has had great success so far in John’s gospel. The people are following him and hanging on 

his every word. And then things take an odd turn. Chapter 6 of the gospel is known as the 

“bread” chapter. In it Jesus refers to himself as the bread of life. It’s an odd reference and the 

people around him don’t understand it. That happens pretty often in John’s gospel. Jesus will say 

something about himself or about how God works using a metaphor that people then take 

literally—think Nicodemus or the woman at the well. But in this chapter Jesus takes the 

metaphor to a whole new level. 

 

 “For my flesh is true food and my blood is true drink.” That’s a hard image for folks to 

get their heads around. And I’m not going to try to explain the doctrinal interpretation of it. We 

make this claim every time we celebrate communion, but this is a pretty shocking way of putting 

it. But I don’t think the intent of the writer is to establish or promote the eucharist. I think this is 

a piece of mysterious wisdom that we are invited to wrestle with. How do we have union with 

Christ? How does Christ become a part of us?  

 

 Yet not just a part of us, like an appendage, but integrated within us. How do we receive 

Christ into the DNA of our spirits? How do we live in such a way that we don’t just walk with 

Christ but we breathe Christ? I’m reminded of the ancient prayer by St. Patrick called the 

Breastplate that says in part: “Christ be with me, Christ within me, Christ behind me, Christ 

before me, Christ beside me, Christ to win me, Christ to comfort and restore me./Christ beneath 

me, Christ above me, Christ in quiet, Christ in danger, Christ in hearts of all that love me, Christ 

in mouth of friend and stranger.”  

 

 When Jesus says his flesh is food and his blood is drink, he is inviting us to be filled with 

his presence. He invites us to move beyond childish ways of seeing the world and discover the 

depths of mystery that bind us to each other. For that is ultimately what wisdom is all about. It’s 

about seeing the world as relationship and not competition or transaction. Wisdom teaches us to 

value each other, to see beyond superficialities and personal gain, and embrace the image of God 

in each other.  

 

 But we have to get past the surface of things. Not long after Jesus makes this strange 

pronouncement about himself we’re told, “Because of this many of his disciples turned back and 

no longer went about with him.” They couldn’t get beyond the surface of his words. They 

couldn’t dive into the deeper mysteries of his wisdom. And that’s the challenge we face. We live 

in a society that offers a great breadth of knowledge but very little depth. And so long as we 



wade around in the shallow end we’ll never discover the thrill and danger that await us in the 

deep. We’ll never sit at the feast of Wisdom and have our fill.  

 

 There is safety in the shallow end. We feel secure when we’re able to place others in 

clear and rigid categories: legal and illegal, gay and straight, accepted and rejected, makers and 

takers. But that security is an illusion, an illusion wisdom can help us penetrate so we can see 

beyond the categories and find the truth that lies beneath. The path of wisdom leads to that truth, 

the way of insight brings us to maturity. It’s time to answer her call. It’s time to turn away from 

childish assumptions and feast on the bread of life. 

 

Amen 


